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Abstract. The purpose of this investigation is to test whether a poroelastic model with enhanced structure can
capture in vivo interstitial pressure dynamics in a brain undergoing mock surgical loads. Using interstitial pres-
sure data from a porcine study, we use an inverse model to reconstruct material properties in an effort to capture
these in vivo brain tissue dynamics. Four distinct models for the reconstruction of parameters are investigated
(full anatomical condition description, condition without dural septa description, condition without ventricle boun-
dary description, and the conventional fully saturated model). These models are systematic in their development
to isolate the influence of three model characteristics: the dural septa, the treatment of the ventricles, and
the treatment of the brain as a saturated media. This study demonstrates that to capture appropriate pressure
compartmentalization, interstitial pressure gradients, pressure transient effects, and deformations within the
brain, the proposed boundary conditions and structural enhancement coupled with a heterogeneous description
invoking partial saturation are needed in a biphasic poroelastic model. These findings suggest that with
enhanced anatomical modeling and appropriate model assumptions, poroelastic models can be used to capture
quite complex brain deformations and interstitial pressure dynamics.© 2018Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.5.4.045002]
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1 Introduction
Elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) can result from a variety of
factors including cerebral edema, tumors, intracranial hemor-
rhages, accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and venous
obstructions.1 As a part of patient care in these disorders, ICP is
sometimes monitored. Further, accurately monitoring elevated
ICP is of real clinical relevance. In several studies of traumatic
brain injury, it was indicated that patients who had their
ICP monitored had a decrease in mortality.2 There are multiple
methods to monitor ICP including intraparenchymal and
intraventricular techniques, which provide statistically similar
measurements.3 Experimental evidence suggests that ICP can
vary spatially within the brain. This was suggested in a porcine
study where an extradural temporal mass lesion was simulated
with an epidural balloon.4 A similar porcine experiment with
an expanding frontal mass reported similar pressure gradient
findings.5 In a clinical study, four patients with unilateral
mass lesions (temporal tip contusion, internal capsule hemor-
rhage, subdural hematoma, and temporal tip hematoma) had
bilateral subarachnoid pressure bolts inserted to measure ICP.6

In all four cases, differential ICPs were found. The current
standard of care is to measure ICP at one point in the brain
and as a result of these findings, the authors suggested modify-
ing how ICP is monitored in this patient population.6

Interhemispheric ICP gradients were also observed in a non-
human primate study of reperfused hemispheric strokes.7 It
also was suggested that multiple ICP monitoring sites should

be used in patients with midline shift and/or mass lesions
>25 ml to account for interhemispheric supratentorial ICP
gradients.8 With these pressure gradients in mind, the placement
of ICP monitoring devices is important. However, multiple mon-
itors can increase the risk of infection in patients. A noninvasive
means of estimating pressure gradients could improve accurate
measurement of ICP across the brain without increasing risk to
the patient.

One method to noninvasively estimate pressure gradients
would be through the development of patient-specific computa-
tional models. There is an extensive history of using computa-
tional models in a patient-specific manner.9–11 Appropriate
modeling of brain biomechanics for interventional applications
has significant clinical implications, with the potential to pro-
vide noninvasive prediction of therapy delivery,12 reduce intra-
procedural imaging requirements,13 and reduce unnecessary
procedures.14,15 The brain’s anatomy and mechanical behavior
is complex, and this paper suggests that without careful model-
ing consideration, predictions can be confounded. Brain tissue
exhibits mechanical heterogeneity and anisotropy. The Monro–
Kellie doctrine has been a central working description of brain
biomechanics, which states that the cranial cavity is a fixed vol-
ume that is the sum of the volumes of brain tissue, intracranial
blood, and CSF.16 Treating the brain as only a solid tissue
(often the case in models) negates the brain’s biphasic nature.
With respect to the exchange with interstitial fluid spaces within
brain tissue, gray matter is not easily distorted and typically
changes fluid content by ∼1.5%, whereas white matter has
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a more compliant structure and can increase as much as 10%.17

Another important feature of the brain is that it is encapsulated
by the dura.1 The dura extends into folds of the brain forming
the dural septa, consisting of the falx cerebri and the tentorium
cerebelli. The dural septa serve the purpose of reducing dis-
placements during motion.1 The sulci are the grooves in the
brain, and the gyri are the plateaus formed by boundary ridges
of sulci pairs.1 Also, the ventricular cavities are filled with CSF
and are connected to the central canal within the spinal cord and
the space around the brain.1 The brain tissue also consists of
gray and white matters.1

To accurately model brain biomechanics, quantifying the
material properties of gray and white matters is necessary.
There have been attempts to quantify the brain’s material prop-
erties,18,19 yet no consensus has been reached. One approach is
to quantify these properties using magnetic resonance (MR)
elastography.18 Other approaches have been performed that cor-
related properties of gray and white matters in rectangular tissue
samples undergoing shear testing under conditions of large
strain.19 These types of studies, which range from in vitro to
in vivo testing, vary in protocols and results.20 The inconsistent
property values obtained in these studies have led to variability
within existing biomechanical modeling applications.

Moreover, despite extensive research done on biomechanical
modeling of the brain, there is no consensus on what represen-
tation should be used.21,14 Model types include viscoelastic,22

poroelastic,23 elastic,24 hyperelastic,25 and microchannel flow26

models. From a physiological perspective, we suggest that the
poroelastic description of the brain is most appropriate due to its
ability to account for both solid and fluid components within
the cranial cavity. This work investigates a poroelastic model,
which treats the brain as a material consisting of both an elastic
solid matrix and a fluid component. We further suggest this
biphasic representation is in better intuitive agreement with
the Monro–Kellie Doctrine as well.

With respect to enhanced anatomical modeling of the brain,
some work has already been accomplished.27 One group used an
inhomogeneous patient-specific model of the brain.27 In another
investigation, improved deformation behavior was found in
seven clinical cases by accounting for the dural septa.13 These
investigations, among others, point toward the significance
of accounting for brain geometry in modeling approaches.
Ultimately, the predominant reason for variations in representa-
tion, both constitutive and geometric, arises from common
investigational approaches that attempt to study soft-tissue in
isolation rather than generating systems for in vivo observation.
Unfortunately, this is a product of the extremely challenging
nature of in vivo work and the deployment of instrumentation
within that domain. This study tests whether a poroelastic bipha-
sic model with enhanced anatomical features could can capture
in vivo interstitial pressures under mock surgical loading.

Three important contributions in this investigation are
reported. First, the ability to accurately model in vivo interstitial
pressures in a porcine experiment using a poroelastic model,
including measured pressure gradients, is demonstrated.
While this does not validate the use of the poroelastic model
for the brain under all loading conditions, it does provide mean-
ingful evidence for its appropriateness in the biomechanical
modeling of the brain under quasistatic surgical conditions.
The second contribution is a systematic investigation of boun-
dary conditions and anatomically based mesh specifications,
necessary to recapitulate the compartmentalization of ICP

often seen with intracranial space-occupying deformations.
Finally, a set of approximate values describing brain tissue
material properties in poroelastic biomechanical models is
provided as an initial approach toward the generation of more
accurate brain biomechanical models. As a whole, this work
demonstrates the use of computational models as a means to
investigate the complex interplay of boundary conditions, ana-
tomical constraints, and material properties needed to capture
ICP gradients and compartmentalization in the brain in response
to acute space-occupying deformations.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 In Vivo Porcine Data

The in vivo data used for this investigation were collected in a
previous study.28 The data reflects a porcine study, approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, on a series of
Yorkshire pigs (Parson’s Farm, Hadley, Massachusetts).28 Once
anesthetized, the porcine subject had pressure transducers
(Johnson & Johnson Codman Microsensor ICP Transducer ∼
Raynham, Massachusetts, Part No. 82-6631) implanted in the
midbrain/frontal region of both hemispheres.28 One transducer
was placed in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the mock surgical
load, explained below, while the other transducer was placed
in the contralateral hemisphere. These sensors measured
interstitial pressures throughout the experiment. Before any
procedure was performed, a T1-weighted MR image of the
neuroanatomy was acquired.28 After MR imaging, stainless
steel beads (1-mm diameter) were surgically implanted to mon-
itor tissue movement.28 A temporal craniotomy was performed,
and a lateral compression was applied to create a mock surgical
load against the intact dura using a piston-like source. This pis-
ton was attached to a stereotactic frame and translated in incre-
ments of 2 and 4 mm.28 A baseline computed tomography (CT)
scan of the head was obtained. A CT scan was performed after
each piston translation, enabling the measurement of the bead
displacements at the conclusion of each translation. The inter-
stitial pressure was measured continuously in both hemispheres.
A complete description of the protocols is in the original study.28

For this investigation, the pressure and displacement data from
three piston translations (8, 10, and 12 mm) were used.

2.2 Biphasic Poroelastic Model

With respect to our representation of brain biomechanics,
a poroelastic model derived from Biot’s description of consoli-
dation theory29 and adapted for use in surgical loading is used.30

The governing equations are

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;224∇ · G∇uþ ∇
G

1 − 2v
ð∇ · uÞ − α∇p ¼ 0; (1)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;166α
∂
∂t
ð∇ · uÞ þ 1

S
∂p
∂t

− ∇ · k∇p ¼ 0: (2)

The variables in Eqs. (1) and (2) are identified in Table 1.
Equation (1) relates mechanical equilibirum to the interstitial
pressure gradient. Equation (2) relates volumetric strain to
the conservation of fluid in a porous media.
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The governing equations are solved using the Galerkin
finite element method in three-dimensions.31 The finite element
representation of Eqs. (1) and (2) has been previously
described.32,33 A fully-implicit time stepping routine is used
with a time step of 90 s. The total time varies based on the length
of the experimental piston push, which was chosen to be of
a timescale representative of typical intraprocedural surgical
manipulations (3 to 15 min over a 2- to 3-h procedure). The
first calculated pressure value from the solution occurs 90 s
after the designated start time, which represents the peak pres-
sure that occurs at each piston translation. It should be noted
that Eqs. (1) and (2) from Biot’s model represent a temporally
slow-evolving system whereby inertial effects at the early
transient are neglected in the physical description. This quasi-
static dynamic system coupled to the numerical characteristics
of a previous stability analysis of the system resulted in the
selection of this time step.33

Two finite element meshes, representing the same porcine
subject, are generated. The linear tetrahedral element meshes,
visualized by the outer boundary of Fig. 1, are generated
from manual segmentation of the MR volume.34 The CT and
MR spaces are coregistered using ANALYZE Version 7.5—
Biomedical Imaging Resource (Mayo Foundation, Rochester,
Minnesota), ensuring that the transducer and bead positions
determined in measurement space (CT) are all located in the
computational model space (MR).28 To represent heterogeneity,
the tetrahedral elements are classified according to the corre-
sponding white and gray matters within an element from MR
intensity.28,35 This is visualized in Fig. 1 in the axial slice.
Ventricles were treated as a separate structure and serve as an
internal boundary. The ventricular boundary surface is shown
by the black points in Fig. 1.

Of the two meshes generated, one captures gray matter, white
matter, and ventricles, but not the dural septa. The dural septa,
visualized in Fig. 1, are incorporated using manual segmentation
and a custommesh splitting code that splits the mesh at specified
planes. The second mesh generated contains this dural septa
operation to study the dural septa’s anatomical influence.

The values for both gray and white matters are designated
with Young’s modulus of 2100 Pa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.45.

In previous work, these homogeneous values were optimally
determined to match a wide swath of loading conditions.36 We
chose to enforce these in the model to reduce the degrees of free-
dom toward matching the transient interstitial pressure gradient
data. In the previous work, from which the values were obtained,
the same governing equations were employed in the context of
a different porcine brain experiment.36 Material properties of
hydraulic conductivity (k) and the saturation constants (α, 1

S)
are the subjects of material property determination for both mat-
ters. These six material properties (k, α, and 1

S for both gray and
white matters) are fit using an inverse problem approach.

The geometric description of the mesh does not account for
gyri and sulci. We hypothesize that the lack of resolution of
these fine anatomical features leads to an effective source of
bulk compliance, so variability in the saturation constants is
allowed to accommodate for this. These parameters have
been historically prescribed as α ¼ 1 and 1

S ¼ 0 indicating a
fully saturated media.13,28 Similar to what others have observed
experimentally,4,5 the propagation of pressure spatial distribu-
tions for this experiment, in response to a space-occupying
deformation at the macroscopic tissue scale level, seems to
contradict this saturation assumption at the more coarse scale
(meaning α ≠ 1, 1

S ≠ 0). This led to our approach suggesting
that some of the finer fissure systems are acting as a source of
compliance, much like the ventricular system does for space-
occupying lesions.37,38

2.3 Model Sensitivity to Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions, meshes, and the material properties
being estimated were systematically varied to isolate the influ-
ence of three features (dural septa, ventricle boundary condition,
and saturation parameters), which reflect the creation of three
model conditions that allowed for variations in the anatomical
and saturation assumptions: (1) the full anatomical model
description, (2) the full anatomical description without dural
septa, and (3) the full anatomical description without the
ventricle boundary description. For completeness, a more con-
ventional model: (4) the full anatomical description with full
saturation (α ¼ 1, 1

S ¼ 0) was also included. The boundary

Fig. 1 Finite element mesh representation of the porcine brain. The
dural septa splits are discernible within the mesh. The black points
within the mesh visualize the nodes of the boundary between the
brain parenchyma and the ventricles. The slice through the mesh
visualizes the distinction between gray and white matters within
the parenchyma. There is an additional distinction, which is not
enforced in this study, between the tissues in either hemisphere.

Table 1 Equation variables.

Symbol Meaning Units

p Interstitial pressure Pa

u Displacement vector m

G Tissue shear modulus ½G ¼ E∕2ð1þ vÞ� Pa

E Young’s modulus Pa

v Poisson’s ratio (unitless
quantity)

α Ratio of fluid volume extracted to volume
change of tissue under compression

(unitless
quantity)

1
S Void compressibility constant (amount

of fluid capable of being forced into
a tissue constant in volume)

Pa−1

k Hydraulic conductivity ðm3sÞ∕kg
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conditions of each model are explained in detail below, and
a summary of these boundary conditions is shown in Table 2.

2.3.1 Full anatomical condition description (FACD)

The full anatomical condition description (FACD) represents the
model containing the full realization of the dural septa, ven-
tricles, saturation constants, and heterogeneity. In FACD, the
inverse model identifies the six model parameters associated
with the material properties that best fit the measured interstitial
pressure dynamics. These six properties are kgray matter (kg),
kwhite matter (kw), αgray matter (αg), αwhite matter (αw), 1∕Sgray matter

(1∕Sg), and 1∕Swhite matter (1∕Sw). Hydraulic conductivity and
saturation parameters are represented by k and α, 1∕S, respec-
tively. Variable saturation parameters allow for compliance in
the fluid component. The far-field cortical surfaces are fixed
in displacement and experience no fluid drainage.28 This deci-
sion is supported by the intact dura. The brain stem was modeled
as stress-free and does not permit fluid drainage.39 Locations at
the piston application are designated displacements associated
with 8, 10, and 12 mm,28 and no drainage. The displacements
of consecutive piston pushes do not rely on the previous loading
as an initial condition. The region surrounding the piston area is
stress-free and does not allow fluid drainage.28 Consistent with
the dural septa’s role, the associated nodes are fixed in displace-
ment and do not permit fluid drainage. Clinically, the ICP refer-
ence point is defined at the level of the foramen of Monro.40

Additionally, the ventricular system is continuous with the
central spinal canal.1 We hypothesize that this permits the ven-
tricles, when the dura is not compromised, to act as a reference
pressure for the brain. As the ventricles represent a compliant
internal boundary that can drain upon loading, they are allowed
to deform, and the boundary pressure is zero, serving as a refer-
ence pressure. The solution of FACD incorporates the influence
of the dural septa, ventricles, and sulci and gyri. To isolate the
influence of these individual features, they are systematically
removed within the three model conditions below.

2.3.2 Condition without dural septa description (CwoDSD)

To study dural septa influence, a model condition is created that
eliminated the dural septa and its associated boundary condition
from the FACD. Similar to FACD, this model fits the same six
material properties.

2.3.3 Condition without ventricle boundary description
(CwoVBD)

This model condition defines the influence of the ventricle
boundary condition. The mesh includes the dural septa split
and boundary conditions. However, the ventricles are consid-
ered nondraining surfaces. It is necessary to designate a refer-
ence pressure to be able to solve the system of equations. Using
a previously used representation,28 the brain stem surface is a
constant reference pressure of zero. Similar to FACD and con-
dition without dural septa description (CwoDSD), the same six
material properties are fit.

2.3.4 Conventional fully saturated model (CFSM)

The last model formulation is the traditional use of Biot’s con-
solidation theory to represent the brain. More specifically, in this
case, the brain is treated as a fully saturated media (1S ¼ 0 and
α ¼ 1 for gray and white-matters).13,28 This reduces the param-
eterization to kg and kw. In the former conditions, unsaturated
effects are allowed to accommodate missing structural compli-
ance associated with sulci and gyri. In conventional fully satu-
rated model (CFSM), this is terminated in favor of the more
common assumptions.

2.4 Inverse Model

The inverse model analysis in this work estimates the material
properties to best fit measured interstitial pressure values from
the transducers, given varying structural and material represen-
tations described above. This procedure is shown in Fig. 2. For

Table 2 Summary of model conditions.

Dural septa
present

Ventricle treated
as reference
pressure

Unsaturated
effects
allowed

(α ≠ 1, 1
S ≠ 0)

Number of
fit material
properties

FACD a a a 6

CwoDSD a a 6

CwoVBD a a 6

CFSM a a 2

aIndicates that the boundary is active.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustrating the inverse model used to fit the model
calculated ICP to the experimentally measured ICP while estimating
the material properties.
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all, except for the CFSM traditional framework, the parameters
kg, kw, αg, αw, 1∕Sg, and 1∕Sw are estimated with this approach.
With respect to the CFSM, only the two hydraulic conductivity
parameters are estimated. The material properties for each
condition are independently estimated for each translation. To
ensure repeatability, 20 randomized initial starting property
guesses are performed for each piston translation for each
inverse reconstruction. Therefore, there are 240 distinct execu-
tions of the inverse model (4 model conditions, 3 piston trans-
lations, and 20 initial guesses each). The 20 initial guesses
are generated by randomly perturbing each property value by
þ∕ − 25%. We should note, similar to many self-starting opti-
mizations within the context of real experimental noise, this
problem does require a good initial guess to avoid local minima
and regularization to improve optimization behavior. To review,
each inverse problem is driven by the objective function based
on the acquired bilateral interstitial pressure data and to establish
some sense of repeatability, 20 initial guesses were used and
allowed to converge to a minimum. Also note, prior to the
20 randomized initial guesses, the baseline initial guesses
were determined empirically to ensure that the values were
reasonable for use in the inverse model; the þ∕ − 25% noise
was added subsequent to these guess determinations to ensure
a more robust determination of properties.

These randomized initial guesses are input into the poroelas-
tic, finite element model, with the appropriate boundary condi-
tions, time step, and mesh. The interstitial pressure transient
is simulated with the model based on a current guess at the
material property distribution and an inverse problem approach
is used to fit the material properties such that the difference
between measured interstitial pressure at the two transducers
and its simulated counterpart is minimized using a
nonlinear least-squares constrained optimization in MATLAB
(MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts). The objective func-
tion is a relative sum-squared error (SSE) metric between exper-
imentally measured pressure transients and its model-calculated
counterpart and is calculated as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;345SSE ¼
Xi¼N

i¼1

�ðPe − PmÞ
Pe

�
2

i
(3)

where Pe and Pm are the experimentally measured and model-
determined pressures, respectively. i represents pressure value at
the i’th time point in the transient.

With respect to Eq. (3), the experimental data consist of
200 data points (100 per transducer) evenly sampled along in
time. Since the number of model calculated points is substan-
tially less, due to the 90-s time step, the intratime point values
are linearly interpolated to fully utilize the experimental
data. Using a customized trust region reflective optimization
in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts), prop-
erty values are iteratively estimated to minimize the SSE.
The selection of the trust region method was based on its ability
to combine the benefits of steepest descent and Newton-like
methods. When tested, the trust region method was able to con-
verge without stagnation, despite estimating parameters of very
different orders of magnitude. This is important given the nature
of the data and property values being fit. A custom convergence
criteria is used based on the convergence of the SSE calculated
at every iteration tested in work not shown. The SSE in Eq. (3) is
used to measure quality of model fit.

Following parameter estimation of the 240 runs, forward sol-
ves of the poroelastic model using the estimated parameters are
performed, generating pressure and displacement solutions. We
designate two result types: (1) the “best fit” is the parameter set
that achieves the smallest SSE for a specific piston translation in
a given model condition; (2) we denote the “average pressure
result” as an average given initial guess variability, as 20 param-
eter estimations for each piston translation and model condition
are performed.

The inverse model is fit to the measured interstitial pressure,
so the bead displacements serve as a source of validation. The
percent shift correction is calculated using Eq. (4):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;620%Correction ¼ 100% �
�
1 −

meanðkde!− dm
�!kÞ

meanðkde!kÞ

�
; (4)

where de
!

and dm
�!

are the experimentally measured and model-
determined displacement vectors, respectively.

3 Results

3.1 Optimization Performance

The convergence performance associated with this inverse prob-
lem model-fitting can be seen in Fig. 3, which reflects the per-
cent SSE change relative to the median initial SSE in each set of
20 runs. A marked similarity with a substantive change in the
objective function error with FACD and CwoDSD is seen. With
descriptions condition without ventricle boundary description
(CwoVBD) and CFSM, there is overall poor fit performance
with very little reduction of the objective function.

3.2 Interstitial Pressure

Qualitatively and quantitatively the calculated interstitial pres-
sures are assessed. In Fig. 4, observing the measured in vivo
interstitial pressure, there is a sustained interhemispheric
gradient and distinct transient behavior. The shaded regions
represent the average model reconstructed pressure +/− two
standard deviations with respect to the variable initial guesses.
In all Fig. 4 panels, it is evident the methods provide repeatable

Fig. 3 Percent change in the median SSE at convergence relative to
the median initial SSE over the set of 20 runs for each model repre-
sentation of the brain. It shows a greater reduction in SSE and thus
a better model fit for FACD and CwoDSD relative to CwoVBD and
CFSM.
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fits within the initial guess range. The pressure fits shown in
Fig. 4 are obtained from forward runs of the biphasic model
using the optimized parameter values obtained during the
240 runs. Figure 4(a) representing FACD, shows that the
enforced anatomical specificity captures the interhemispheric
pressure amplitude and gradient, and transient. Figure 4(b) rep-
resents CwoDSD and shows the quality of the estimated trend
of pressure obtained by the solution of the inverse problem is
comparable to FACD’s fits, which is illustrated in statistical
testing below. Figure 4(c) represents CwoVBD, and not
only does it result in inaccurate pressure magnitudes, but it
also does not maintain the sustained interhemispheric pressure
gradient. Figure 4(d) represents CFSM, and while initially
there is a pressure gradient, it is not sustained over time.
Additionally, the pressure is poorly estimated throughout
the duration for CFSM.

Using the Kruskal–Wallis test, the SSE’s of the final solution
per model type to one another are compared. The result of this
indicated that the solutions, shown in Fig. 4, came from sta-
tistically different distributions. Based on test statistics from
this group comparison, a pairwise comparison is performed
between the groups, which indicated that the solutions of
FACD and CwoDSD are not significantly different from each
other, but are both significantly different than the other two
conditions. Additionally, using the Wilcoxon rank sum test, the
SSE’s of the final solution for each model type are compared to
one another to determine if statistically significant differences

exist between model conditions. This shows that the pressure
solutions of FACD, CwoDSD, CwoVBD, and CFSM are all
statistically significantly different looking over all of the piston
pushes. Based on the difference between measured and model
estimated pressures, the best pressure fit is associated with
CwoDSD; however, FACD is statistically comparable in the
12-mm piston translation using the Wilcoxon rank sum test.
CwoVBD produces a dramatic decrease in the quality of fit,
and CFSM results in the worst fit, with respect to average
SSE.

Qualitatively, the compartmentalization of the interstitial
pressure can be visualized in Fig. 5. The images were individu-
ally scaled to capture the relative pressure distribution in each
model condition. In Fig. 5(a), which represents FACD, there are
higher pressures in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the piston.
There is also a distinction between the pressure within the ipsi-
lateral hemisphere relative to the contralateral hemisphere and
cerebellum. In CwoDSD, there was no interhemispheric com-
partmentalization as shown in Fig. 5(b). In CwoVBD, compart-
mentalization between the hemispheres and the cerebrum and
cerebellum is evident, shown Fig. 5(c); however the extent of
the interhemispheric difference is less distinct than in FACD.
In Fig. 5(d), which represents CFSM, there is a compartmentali-
zation effect between the ipsilateral and contralateral hemi-
spheres with the area of elevated pressure more pervasive.
Additionally, there are higher pressures present in the cerebel-
lum and brain stem regions.

Fig. 4 Experimental and model-estimated pressure for each boundary condition. The solid black lines
represent experimental pressure data measured with the transducers. The solid cyan and red lines are
the average pressure results in the near hemisphere transducer and far hemisphere transducer, respec-
tively. The translucent red and cyan areas are +/− two standard deviations of the average pressure result
calculated at each time point. The pressure fits are the model estimated pressure obtained by the solution
of the inverse problem for (a) the full anatomical condition (FACD), (b) the dural septa not included
(CwoDSD), (c) the ventricle boundary condition not included (CwoVBD), and (d) the brain tissue treated
as fully saturated (CFSM).
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3.3 Shift Correction

Since the inverse model is fit to the experimental interstitial
pressure, the bead displacements provide an internal source of
validation. They also quantify the quality of the fits for the
solid tissue component. To compare displacements, the percent
shift correction is calculated using Eq. (4) at the conclusion
of the piston translations per model condition performed
(Table 3). The runs evaluated were the best fits for each of the
piston translations and conditions, respectively. Table 3 shows the
best shift correction is consistently accomplished in CwoDSD.

Looking at individual bead displacements at the 10-mm pis-
ton translation, which reflects the general behavior, the same
trend was observed (Fig. 6). Comparing all panels, it is evident

that all model conditions were able to calculate shift corrections
comparably.

Evaluating the same set of piston translations shown in
Table 3, the Wilcoxon rank sum test is used to determine if
the quality of displacement fits is statistically different between
conditions. For each model condition type and piston transla-

tion, kde!− dm
�!k for the 18 beads is calculated for the run

with the smallest SSE. Then, the conditions are compared
with respect to these sets of measurements (18 beads at every
piston translation). Although some piston-specific comparisons
revealed statistical significance, these differences were not
present in every comparison. Therefore, shift corrections
between conditions were considered not statistically signifi-
cantly different.

3.4 Property Reconstruction

With respect to Fig. 3, it seems clear that the ventricular boun-
dary and the fully compliant material parameter description
are necessary for pressure distribution matching. This is more
readily apparent in Fig. 4, which demonstrates that gradients
are not captured by these descriptions. As a result, Fig. 7
shows the properties found in the best fits for FACD and
CwoDSD. The property values estimated for gray and white
matters are consistently different in all best fit properties across
all piston translations and model conditions. This suggests
heterogeneous material property descriptions are appropriate.
Observing the changes in the best fits of kg and kw, there is

Fig. 5 Differences in pressure compartmentalization are seen based on the model conditions. For rep-
resentation, the pressure values are scaled to the minimum andmaximum of the specific solutions shown
above. The solutions shown represent the best fits from each model condition from the first time step of
the 10-mm piston translation for (a) all anatomical conditions (FACD) enforced, (b) the dural septa not
included (CwoDSD), (c) the ventricle boundary condition not enforced (CwoVBD), and (d) the brain tissue
treated as fully saturated (CFSM).

Table 3 Percent shift correction.

Condition

Piston translation

8 mm 10 mm 12 mm

FACD 60.0 57.6 53.7

CwoDSD 64.5 70.3 73.8

CwoVBD 58.1 60.2 64.8

CFSM 60.0 65.0 67.4
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a change in magnitude with translation changes with kw consis-
tently greater than kg which is consistent with the literature.
Although not always true, αw trends closer to the historical
value of 1 in contrast to αg, which trends lower. The reconstruc-
tions of 1∕Sg and 1∕Sw were all nonzero, indicating a need for
compliance for appropriate matching.

4 Discussion
The error reduction results in Fig. 3 and pressure results shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) reflect that interstitial pressure can be
appropriately modeled using both FACD and CwoDSD condi-
tions. The mismatch between the experimental pressure data and
the model estimated pressure obtained by the solution of the
inverse problem for CwoVBD and CFSM [Fig. 4(c) and 4(d)]
is likely due to the necessary contributions of anatomic structure
(i.e., inclusion of ventricular boundary) and compliance in
material property description (i.e., relaxation of the saturation

assumption). Despite the same optimization algorithm being
used, in the CwoVBD and CFSM conditions, the parameters
found with the solution of the inverse problem could not
match the experimental pressure (Fig. 4). This is also indicated
by the illustration of the inverse problem’s convergence shown
with SSE in Fig. 3. Incorrectly describing the anatomy of the
brain in these model conditions likely caused these discrepan-
cies. This is further evidence for FACD being most appropriate
for accurate estimation of ICP.

Comparing the pressure distributions of Fig. 5(b), it is
evident that the dural septa boundary defines the compartmen-
talization of pressure between hemispheres and between the
cerebrum and cerebellum; however, further investigation with
multiple pressure transducers is needed to more fully capture
the compartmentalization effect. The percent shift correction
in CwoDSD is consistently better than other conditions
(Table 3 and Fig. 6). To some degree, this was expected as

Fig. 6 Displacement calculations from the best fits runs from the 10-mm piston translation quantify the
model calculated (Calc.) bead displacements at the conclusion of the simulated piston translation and
compare them to the experimentally (Exp.) measured displacements. In each panel, the top left, top right,
and bottom left subfigures represent the displacement calculations in the x , y , and z axes respectively,
while the subfigure on the bottom right represents the total displacement.
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all other material properties (namely, the Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio) were optimized under conditions that used
a homogenous mesh without dural septa in previous work
(quite similar to CwoDSD conditions that likely explain the
monotonic increase in accuracy).36 With respect to FACD,
with progressively larger deformations, the displacement
predicting fidelity behaves monotonically with displacement
prediction performance decreasing with increased deformation.
This performance difference is likely due to FACD being
over constrained due to the enforcement of the dural septa boun-
dary conditions. However, note that the model calculated shift
corrections were not statistically significantly different from one
another at every piston translation among these two models.
Additionally, in future works treating the dural septa as a
stiff coupled, or uncoupled membrane,41 versus a rigid planar
separation, may be advisable. To more appropriately address,
a combined objective function (pressure and displacement)
would be a viable direction to investigate more accurately cap-
turing both displacement and pressure dynamics; however, in
such an endeavor, more interstitial pressure measurements are
likely needed as well as temporally coupled measurements of
bead displacements, a challenging experiment.

Excluding the ventricle boundary condition resulted in
a substantially worse result, reflected by inaccurate interstitial
pressures. The results of Figs. 4(c) and 5(c) indicate that the
pressures in both hemispheres were similar in magnitude.
This indicates that the appropriate treatment of the ventricle
boundary has significant impact on brain models. The decision
to treat the boundary as a reference was motivated from clinical
practice, which treats the level of the foramen of Monro as
the ICP zero point.40

Treating the brain as a fully saturated tissue [Fig. 4(d)] is the
current convention in the literature when biphasic models are
used.13,28 The results of this paper indicate this may not be
appropriate at the macroscopic surgical scale. The magnitudes
of the experimental data were not matched, and the interhemi-
spheric gradient was not sustained. The differences between
Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) reflect that enabling the tissue to be unsatu-
rated yields a substantial improvement in the quality of fit. The
results of the percent shift correction are also comparable to
FACD (Table 3 and Fig. 6). In a previous study of volume regu-
lation, the results led to a hypothesis that brain interstitial space

could experience volume variations based on stresses present.17

It is not definite what phenomena the saturation terms are
capturing, but we hypothesize that the evacuation of fluid from
fissures and sulci spaces into subarachnoid spaces during com-
pression is the phenomenon that is introducing a net compliance
in the macroscopic tissue descriptions.

The necessary goal of this work was to match the pressure
gradients in the tissue and given the level of fit from Fig. 3, only
FACD and CwoDSD are appropriate and, as such, reported in
Fig. 7. The properties estimated in the two models are discern-
ibly different, which speaks to the variability depending on
model sophistication. One interesting observation is that in
many of the material parameters of Fig. 7, monotonicity is
seen with the degree of piston translation (all gray columns
of Fig. 7). This would indicate a need for a material nonlinearity
to better capture the entire performance of the system over vary-
ing surgical loading. Additionally, it is important to note that
the values reported in Fig. 7 are in reasonable agreement
with other studies in the literature that also investigated the mod-
eling of interstitial pressure in brain tissue.42–44 For example, in a
study by Kalyanasundaram et al.44 that focused on predicting the
distribution of drugs delivered to the brain, they reported values
of kw and kg as 8.33 × 10−10 m3s∕kg and 8.33 × 10−13 m3s∕kg,
respectively. It should also be noted that there is some ambiguity
in the literature on the value of these properties relative to
heterogeneity.43,44 For example, in the work reported by
Basser, values of kw and kg were 7.5 × 10−12 m3s∕kg and
5.0 × 10−12 m3s∕kg, respectively.43 While some disagreement
exists, it is important to realize that there is reasonable agree-
ment in the scale of these data. In addition, none of these studies
attempted to fit parameters as in the inverse model approach
reported here, which provides added novelty to this work.43

We should note, however, one shortcoming of this work is in
regard to instrumentation. The inverse model is driven by two
transducers’ pressure transients in only two locations within the
brain taken over a finite length of time. Although the reason for
this was the natural experimental constraints of brain volume,
this certainly limits fidelity of the property reconstructions.

However, the full anatomical condition in conjunction with
the poroelastic model under modified saturation assumptions
demonstrates an ability to capture in vivo interstitial pressures
and tissue deformation. It also reflects the compartmentalization

Condition
Piston 

Translation
kg Best Fit
((m3s)/kg)

kw Best Fit
((m3s)/kg)

αg Best Fit
(unitless)

αw Best Fit
(unitless)

1/Sg

Best Fit
(Pa-1)

1/Sw

Best Fit
(Pa-1)

Full Anatomical 
Condition (FACD)

8 mm 2.7E-13 1.9E-11 4.3E-01 8.7E-01 3.3E-06 4.3E-05

10 mm 3.2E-13 1.1E-11 4.5E-01 5.8E-01 2.6E-06 3.0E-05

12 mm 1.8E-12 9.8E-12 4.8E-01 1.0E+00 2.3E-06 4.4E-05

AVERAGE 8.0E-13 1.3E-11 4.5E-01 8.2E-01 2.7E-06 3.9E-05

Condition without 
Dural Septa
Description 
(CwoDSD)

8 mm 2.2E-14 8.0E-12 3.9E-03 8.8E-01 5.5E-10 2.2E-05

10 mm 2.5E-14 2.8E-12 4.9E-03 4.2E-01 1.1E-13 9.1E-06

12 mm 4.2E-14 9.0E-13 5.9E-03 1.8E-01 2.8E-11 4.7E-06

AVERAGE 3.0E-14 3.9E-12 4.9E-03 4.9E-01 1.9E-10 1.2E-05

Fig. 7 Estimated properties summary (gray shaded columns represent monotonic behavior with piston
translation).
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of interstitial pressure, agreeing with clinical observations.6,45

With respect to anatomical constraints, the presence of the
dural septa is less critical than the ventricular structure with
respect to cross-hemisphere pressure gradient development;
however, there are modest differences in distribution amplitude
with the septa. Based on the results of FACD, we infer that the
incorporation of heterogeneity with gray and white matters is
appropriate. Lastly, in Fig. 4 the relaxation of the saturation
assumption leads to considerably better matching and sustaining
of pressure gradients over the transient [i.e., Fig. 4(d) with
CFSM shows early gradient but nonsustained, a noted limitation
in the original study28].

5 Conclusions
The purposes of this investigation are to accurately model
in vivo interstitial pressures, determine the anatomical specific-
ity necessary to capture interstitial pressures and their cross-
parenchymal gradients accurately, and to estimate brain material
property values. The results provide strong evidence for the
utility of a poroelastic representation and the pivotal role that
certain anatomical features play in accurately modeling pressure
and deformation. To the best of our knowledge, the model
reconstructions in the full anatomical condition description
have not been accomplished in other studies of in vivomodeling.
This work highlights the importance of incorporating features,
such as tissue heterogeneity, the ventricles, and the dural septa in
future biomechanical models. It also challenges conventional
assumptions regarding poroelastic theory applied to brain bio-
mechanics at the macroscopic level and postulates that sulci and
gyri may be an apparent source of compliance in measurements.
While we cannot conclusively say that adding fluid-compliance
is explained by the evacuation of intrasulci/intrafissure fluid into
subarachnoid spaces without further model development, it is
evident that its incorporation results in better capturing of inter-
stitial pressure magnitudes, transient behavior, and importantly
the spatial gradient—effects that were very challenging and elu-
sive to capture in past modeling efforts. While preliminary in
nature, the work presented could have applications in modeling
elevated ICP to predict potential in vivo pressure gradients that
could be used to inform patient care or influence deployment of
convection-enhanced delivery of therapeutics.
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